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a b s t r a c t

Though pristine graphene exhibits remarkable mechanical and electronic properties, many electrome-
chanical applications may come from chemically doping it with heteroatoms. The goal is to tune the
atomic lattice and, in turn, modulate the electronic band structure of graphene e that may also affect the
mechanical responses of the graphene sheet. Particularly essential for both practical applications and
fundamental interests is to characterize the effect of chemical doping on the mechanical properties of
graphene. Here we report graphene can maintain a large fraction of its pristine strength and stiffness
after substituting boron for carbon atoms. Counter-intuitively, boron doping can ameliorate the brittle
nature of the original lattice by deflecting the cracks and enabling damage-tolerant behaviors. We further
offer a direct mapping between the Raman spectra and the measured mechanical performances that can
show the relationship between doping structure and mechanical properties of graphene. This work offers
important implications for the rational design of graphene-based systems that require chemical modi-
fications and also utilize the mechanics of graphene.

© 2019 Published by Elsevier Ltd.
1. Introduction

Perfect graphene, a pure 2D crystalline membrane of covalently
bonded carbon atoms, has exhibited excellent in-plane stiffness,
strength and carrier mobility [1,2]. The combination of spectacular
anosystem and Hierarchical
e, National Center for Nano-
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mechanical and electronic properties postulates graphene as a
good candidate in applications such as flexible electronics and
electromechanical devices [3e6]. While graphene has an electronic
structure with zero band-gap, of particular importance is to
modulate the electronic band structure of graphene without
sacrificing its mechanical performance. Chemical doping with
heteroatoms is a standardway to introduce impurities in the crystal
lattice and then tailor the electronic properties of semiconductors
[7,8]. For graphene, doping can also be regarded as a promising tool
because of its significant effects on the in-plane structure [9]. For
instance, boron is an excellent candidate for substituting carbon
atoms that can create 0.5% longer and much weaker B-C bonds
(compared with C-C bonds) [10e12]. A few percent of boron
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substitutionwas expected to induce p-type doping and a significant
reduction in thermal conductivity in graphene [7,12,13]. These facts
also raise a fundamental question about the doping effects on the
mechanical and electronic properties of graphene that are strongly
tied to the lattice structure and are crucial parameters for electro-
mechanical applications [14,15].

Significant progress has been achieved recently in clarifying the
doping effects on the electronic properties of graphene, along with
developments of synthesis methods, structural characterizations,
and a variety of exciting applications [16e18]. However, how the
doped graphene mechanically behaves remains largely unexplored
though each of these applications implicitly depends on its
exceptional mechanical performance for structural robustness and
reliability [19e21]. In general, substitutional doping of graphene is
a process of introducing impurities (e.g. substitutional atoms and
vacancies) into an sp2-hybridized hexagonal network. Such impu-
rities were often treated as an undesirable departure from perfec-
tion to engineer thematerial properties, especially mechanical [22].
Alternatively, the weak sense of substituted bonds can also be
treated as point defects, which has proven to be a versatile
approach to enhance the toughness of traditional materials (e.g.
metals and ceramics) [23], and may toughen 2D materials [24,25].
Mechanical characterizations of chemically doped 2D materials are
thus essential both from a fundamental interest in understanding
atom-level structure-property relations and from an engineering
perspective for reliable applications.

In the present study, we report the first investigation into the
effects of boron doping on the mechanical properties and fracture
behaviors of graphene. Graphene samples with controlled boron
contents are prepared by mechanical cleavage of boron-doped
natural graphite. We identify defect features (regarding
substitution-dominated and vacancy-dominated types) as well as
their defect density by micro-Raman spectroscopy. We then utilize
atomic force microscopy (AFM) nanoindentation to quantify the
stiffness, strength, and failure indentation displacement of the
doped graphene. Our results indicate that graphene can maintain a
large fraction of its pristine strength and stiffness after substituting
heteroatoms for carbon atoms. Counter-intuitively, in striking
contrast with apparent cracks in pristine graphene that spans
acrossmicron length, 2D latticewith substituted boron atoms tends
to be capable of deflecting the crack propagation.

2. Experimental

2.1. Sample preparation and characterization

Following well-developed methods in literature [15,26], boron
doping was achieved by mixing boron oxide with natural graphite
and thermally treating the mixture at 2200�C for about 2 h in an
argon atmosphere. The weight ratio of boron oxide to graphite
ranged from 0.5 to 50. The doping type and the boron content in the
graphite were evaluated using X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy
(XPS, ESCALAB 250Xi). Note that, increasing treatment time may
introduce the vacancies into the graphene lattice [26,27]. The
powder diffraction patterns of graphite before and after boron
doping were obtained by using synchrotron X-ray diffraction (XRD,
Rigaku D/max-2500). The Raman spectra of graphite and exfoliated
graphene on SiO2/Si substrate were measured with a Renishaw
Raman system, using the 514 nm line of an Ar laser. HRTEM in-
struments (FEI Tecnai G2 F20 U-TWIN) were used for high-
resolution imaging and electron energy loss spectroscopy (EELS)
measurement.

For graphene with substitution-dominated defects, we can
roughly convert the boron content of boron-doped graphene to the
defect density according to the C-C bond length (1.42 Å) and B-C
bond length. Previous density functional theory (DFT) results
showed that B-C bond length is around 1.50 Å at the boron con-
centration of 3.125% [11,12] while the scanning tunneling micro-
scopy (STM) measurements give a slightly different value of 1.59 Å
[28]. Herein, the bond length of 1.59 Å was adopted because we
used the same fabrication method with the STM one. Therefore, in
1 cm2, the total number of atoms is about 3.0� 1015 based on the
hexagonal crystal structures. At boron content of 0.5%, the boron
density is approximately 1.5� 1013 cm�2. On the other hand, ac-
cording to Fig. 1c, the ID=IG in Stage I can be linearly proportional to
the boron content. As a consequence, we can relate the boron
density (nD) to Raman features by nD ~3.6� 1012 ID=IG cm�2. We
note that this rough estimation is to compare with a previously
proposed phenomenological model for graphene with point de-
fects, which also demonstrated a linear relation between ID=IG and
the defect density in graphene: nD � 7:3� 109E4L ID=IG, where EL is
the laser excitation energy of 2.41 eV in this work [29,30]. Although
such relation was based on the Raman spectra of ion-bombarded
samples, it should also apply for substitutional graphene in the
limit of low nD [30].

2.2. Friction measurements

Asylum Research (AR) Cypher was employed to perform friction
and topography measurements in ambient conditions [31]. During
the AFM measurements, silicon probes (MikroMasch, CSC37/Al BS)
were used with the lateral force constants calibrated by a
diamagnetic lateral force calibrator. The mean friction was calcu-
lated by calculating the half difference of the trace and retrace
lateral force signals, which were obtained on the region of
100 nm� 100 nm under the sliding velocity of 600 nm s�1.

2.3. Nanoindentation tests

An array of circular holes was patterned onto silicon substrates
covered with a 300 nm thick SiO2 layer through photolithography
and reactive ion etching. The depth is ~1 mm and the diameter
ranges from 0.5 to 1.5 mm. Monolayer graphene was then trans-
ferred on the pre-patterned substrates. Using a commercial AFM
system (Asylum Research, MFP-3D Infinity), the nanoindentation
test was performed on the suspended part of graphene. Before each
indentation, the samples were scanned in tapping mode to find
graphene sheets fully covering a hole. After scanning, the AFM tip
(NanoScience Instruments) was centered in the middle of the cir-
cular hole. The force-displacement curves obtained from the AFM
nanoindentation test were used to quantitatively determine the
mechanical parameters (e.g. in-plane stiffness, fracture strength
and strain at break) of our samples. Note that previous attempts to
obtain reproducible results with standard Si or slender diamond
tips failed because the high stiffness of graphene membranes
produced tip breaking [2,32]. To solve this issue, as well as to have a
constant and well-defined contact geometry, we use commercial
tips from NanoScience Instruments with hemispherical geometry
and low wear coating of Tungsten carbide with nominal final tip
radius of 60 nm (Fig. S6b) [33]. The cantilever spring constant was
calibrated by Sader method before every series of testing, ranging
from 38 to 40 N/m. All the measurements presented here were
obtained at the same loading/unloading rate (300 nm/s). We follow
the well-developed strategy of Lee's work to identify the zero
displacement point or zero force level [2].

2.4. Molecular dynamic (MD) simulations

We used the LAMMPS package to perform all the MD simula-
tions [34]. In the case of the nanoindentation test, non-periodic



Fig. 1. (a) Optical images of typical graphene sheets including regions of suspended monolayer, bilayer and trilayer graphene. The number of graphene layers was verified with a
combination of optical contrast and micro-Raman spectroscopy. (b) Raman spectra of monolayer (1L) graphene with various boron content. (c) ID/IG ratio as a function of boron
content. The solid blue line is a linear fit for ID/IG -boron content relation for the substitution-dominated samples. (d) Raman ID/ID’ ratio as a function of boron, corresponding to a
transition from substitution-dominated defect to vacancy-dominated defect. The colored curves are to guide vision. The error bars in y coordinate come from the possible sample
differences when those samples are from the same batch made under the same experimental conditions. Note that a few data are not able to include error bars because only one
sample was successfully obtained in that case. (A colour version of this figure can be viewed online.)
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boundary conditions are applied to the boron-doped graphene,
where the shape of boron-doped graphene is a circle with radius
RG¼ 15.6 nm. In the case of tearing test, non-periodic boundary
conditions are also used in three directions, and the size of the
graphene sheet is 20.70� 15.48 nm2 embeddedwith a 1.7-nm-long
pre-crack in the left edge. The Tersoff potential was used for the
interatomic interaction between the carbon atoms and boron
atoms in the same layer, which has been used to predict the
structural, thermal, and mechanical properties of both carbon and
boron nanostructure [35,36]. Note that the Tersoff potential was
also used for carbon-nitride interactions [37]. The boron doping
and vacancy will distribute randomly in the sheet of graphene, and
the concentration is defined as cdefect¼NB(Nvac)/NC, where NB, Nvac,
and NC are the number of the boron atom, mono-vacancy and
carbon atom in the system. The atomic structure of graphene
constructed was optimized using a conjugate-gradient algorithm
beforemechanical tests were performed. Themechanical responses
were investigated by performing MD simulations at 0 K with a
timestep of 0.2 fs. The NVE ensemble and Berendsen thermostat
were used to maintain the temperature and volume [38]. In nano-
indentation simulations, the edges of graphene (the outer ring with
a width of 1 nm) were fixed, and a spherical indenter with a radius
of 1 nmwas used at the center of the membrane. The entire system
will be firstly equilibrated for 200 ps. Then the indenter was moved
downward with a speed of 1m/s to introduce the fracture of gra-
phene, which took about 500 ps. The force applied on the indenter
was tracked during the indentation simulations as shown in Fig. S8
that also gives rise to the in-plane stiffness or Young's modulus of
the graphene (Fig. S9). In the simulation of tearing apart the gra-
phene, a constant velocity (v¼ 20 and �20m/s) is set to the four
rows of atoms at the top and bottom of graphene, respectively, as
shown in Fig. S11. The total simulated time for tearing process is
about 300 ps.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Fabrication and characterization of boron-doped graphene

Following the well-established procedure [15,26], boron-doped
graphite with a series of boron content was prepared by mixing
boron oxide with natural graphite at 2200�C (see Method). X-ray
photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) was employed to identify the
total boron content in graphite. We then quantify the substitutional
doping according to the curve-fitted areas for B1s spectra and
found that doping content is less than 1.0%. Through X-ray
diffraction (XRD) characterization, we also confirmed subtle
structural changes in graphite [27]. Notably, methods based
chemical vapor deposition or graphene oxide can dope graphene
with relatively high boron contents. However, the resulted samples
typically include defects such as grain boundaries, functional
groups that make the samples not suitable for mechanical testing
purposes [39].

We prepare monolayer and few-layer boron-doped graphene
sheets (Fig. 1a) by the mechanical exfoliation of boron-doped
graphite. Later in the text, we label the monolayer boron-doped
graphene sheet based on the XPS-derived boron content in its
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host graphite. Owing to the low doping amount and the close
atomic size between boron and carbon atoms, we observed negli-
gible differences in the texture between few-layer graphene and
boron-doped graphene as characterized by transmission electron
microscopy (TEM) (Fig. S2). The presence and the distribution of
boron atoms in the doped graphene are further validated by elec-
tron energy-loss spectroscopy (EELS) (Fig. S3).

When introducing the boron substitutions, we may also intro-
duce vacancy-type defects in the graphene sheet. Before mechan-
ical tests, we first use micro-Raman spectroscopy to identify which
type of defects is dominated in our boron-doped monolayer sam-
ples. Fig. 1b shows typical Raman spectra of boron-doped mono-
layer graphene sheets with different boron contents. Notably, the
defect-activated features (D-, D0- and D þ D0-band) are visible, in
which the ID/IG ratio is related to the number of defect sites per unit
area, namely defect density [28,40,41]. Fig. 1c shows two-staged,
non-monotonic ID/IG ratios as functions of the boron content for
boron-doped monolayer graphene. Note that the intensity ratios
are calculated by deconvolution here that takes the area under the
curve as a measurement of the Raman peak intensity. Specifically,
at relatively low boron concentration (<0.48%, Stage-I), the ID/IG
ratio increases with the boron content, featuring characteristic
Raman bands for substitution-dominated defects (i.e. relatively
sharp D-band and weak D0-band as shown in Fig. 1b). In this case,
the boron content follows a simple linear relationship with the ID/IG
ratio (blue line in Fig. 1c). This observation agrees with previous
reports on the linear relation between ID/IG ratio and the defect
density in graphene (see details in Experimental Section) [30].
However, for monolayer samples exfoliated from graphite with
relatively high boron concentration (>0.48%, Stage-II), the ID/IG ratio
decreases with the boron content as shown in Fig. 1c, along with
characteristic Raman bands for vacancy-dominated defects (i.e.
relatively broadening D-band and strong D0-band). The Raman peak
broadening typically originates from the structural disorders in a
lattice structure. Also, slight Raman shifts can also be observed due
to the combined effect of the boron-induced shift of Femi energy
and tensile strains in graphene lattice. We suggest that the two-
staged feature could be a result of a transition from substitution-
dominated to vacancy-dominated defect type when doping gra-
phene sheets. Note that this transition was also observed when
oxidizing graphene sheets [42].

We further plot the ID/ID’ ratio as a function of the boron content
in Fig. 1d. ID/ID’¼ 11.5± 2.5 may relate to the substitution-
dominated domain and ID/ID’¼ 7.5± 2.2 may relate to the
vacancy-dominated domain. We find that these values are consis-
tent with previous works: ID/ID’ z 13 for substitutional boron and
ID/ID’ z 7 for vacancies [40,43]. Meanwhile, the full width at half-
maximum of G-band (GG) is also a measure to discriminate such
two stages, as samples in Stage-I and -II could have the same ID/IG,
but different GG (Fig. S4) [33,44]. Additionally, even though we
failed at characterizing a detailed portion of defect types based on
high-resolution TEM or scanning tunneling microscopy, we
employed friction force microscopy (Fig. S5) to show discernible
differences in atomic lattices for pristine, substitution-dominated,
and vacancy-dominated graphene samples at a nanometer scale
[45,46].

3.2. Nanoindentation tests

We then study the effects of boron doping on the mechanical
properties of monolayer graphene. We prepared a series of samples
and identified their defect types by micro-Raman spectroscopy as
mentioned above. The same method has been involved in charac-
terizing the defect types of coupled-plasma-treated graphene
samples in Eckmann's work [43]. Suspended graphene flakes were
prepared on pre-patterned silicon substrates (an array of circular
holes by photolithography and reactive ion etching) as shown in
Figs. 1a and S6a. We then use an AFM tip to indent the graphene
membranes at the center of the suspended area as reported pre-
viously (Fig. 2a) [33,47]. We used commercially available tips here
with hemispherical geometry (radius: 60 nm) and low wear
coating.

Fig. 2b shows typical force-displacement curves for pristine
monolayer graphene (P-graphene) and boron-doped monolayer
graphene (B-graphene) with substitution- and vacancy-dominated
defects. This indentation process was modeled as clamped circular
membranes with a central point loading, which offered Equation
(1) consisting of a linear and cubic deflection term to determine in-
plane elastic modulus E2D:

FðdÞ ¼ ps0dþ E2Dd
3
.
a2 (1)

where F is the loading force, d is the indentation displacement at
the central point, a is the radius of patterned holes and s0 is the pre-
tension accumulated in the sheets since slight, uncontrollable
initial deflection (�5 to þ5 nm) could be observed usually. For P-
graphene, this equation could fit its force-displacement curves very
well in Fig. 2b (blue line), because the most area of the suspended
graphene is constrained within linear stress-strain relation during
the indentation process (even till fracture) [2]. Results obtained in
up to 30 pristine drumheads yielded values of E2D in 329± 40 N/m,
in good agreement with previous reports [2,33,42].

The linear elastic behavior of P-graphene also led to a nearly
constant slope for its force-cubed displacement curve in Fig. 2c,
implying the constant in-plane stiffness E2D of thin membranes. In
fact, the slope shows a subtle transition at small indentation
displacement (0.1e10 nm) in Fig. 2c inset and then the cubic term in
Equation (1) gradually dominates. Such transition starts coinci-
dentally at a length scale defined by the ratio between the bending
stiffness and the in-plane stiffness [48]. Interestingly, for boron-
doped graphene, Equation (1) cannot offer good fitting in Fig. 2b,
and the slope in Fig. 2d varies throughout the indentation process
(red and green markers). This implies that both the substitution-
and vacancy-dominated defects could affect the mechanical
response of the in-plane hexagonal lattice structure of graphene.
Such nonlinear behavior may come from the nonlinear properties
of the doped material or doping-caused geometrical distortion,
calling for further studies both experimentally and theoretically.
For example, one possible explanation is the formation of sp3 car-
bon (according to the C1s peak fitting in Fig. S1) in doped samples.
According to the strategies for measuring Young's modulus of
nonlinear materials [49,50], in the following discussions, we
determine E2D of B-graphene based on the fitting results within
initial indentation displacement (i.e. 50 nm) as illustrated in Fig. 2b.

Of particular interests is the evolution of the 2D elastic modulus
(E2D) with the defect type and content (Fig. 3a). Notably, E2D re-
mains its defect-free value over the substitution-dominated region
(until boron content of 0.48%), indicating that these substitution-
induced defects do not appreciably change the stiffness. However,
once the defect type in doped graphene crosses over into the
vacancy-dominated region (boron content> 0.48%), we observed
significant decreases of E2D with increasing boron content. Indi-
vidually, at the boron content of around 0.81%, vacancy-dominated
graphene can sustain 60% of the original stiffness for the graphene
sheet.

Unlike the elastic stiffness, the strength (s2D) is more sensitive
to defects regardless of their types. Typically, s2D was derived from
the maximum indenting force the graphene can undergo before
breaking via an approximate model s2D ¼ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

FbreakE2D=4pR
p



Fig. 2. (a) Schematic representation of the AFM nanoindentation test on suspended samples. (b) Typical force-displacement curves for pristine graphene (P-graphene, blue) and
boron-doped graphene (B-graphene) with substitution- (red, boron content: 0.37%) and vacancy-dominated defects (green, boron content: 0.76%). (c) Indentation force as a function
of the cubed indentation displacement for pristine graphene. The inset shows zoom-in data to highlight the initial indentation process. (d) Nonlinearity in the force-displacement
relation for both substitution- (red) and vacancy-dominated (green) doped graphene. Black solid lines are linearly labeled. (A colour version of this figure can be viewed online.)
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(Fig. 3b), where Fbreak is the breaking force in our nanoindentation
tests and R is the tip radius. While this model slightly overestimates
the strength because of the nonlinear elasticity of 2D lattice when
approaching fracture, it has been widely used in the literature and
allows comparative studies [33,47]. We hence roughly estimate the
strength of all sample following this oversimplified model here,
which yields 45 ± 7 N/m for pristine graphene. This value is
consistent with previous measurements on pristine graphene
[2,33,42]. The breaking strength could remain 80% (i.e. 36± 4 N/m)
for boron-doped graphene with a substitutional boron content of
0.48%, and then dropped precipitously in the vacancy-dominated
regime. The evolution of modulus and strength with defects in
this work is in good agreement with recent elegant works by
Zandiatashbar et al. where oxygen-etching monolayer graphene
was tested by nanoindentation [42]. Specifically, the elastic
modulus and strength of oxidized graphene are relatively insensi-
tive to sp3-type defects. By contrast, the mechanical properties of
oxidized graphene degrade significantly when the oxygen caused
vacancy-type defects.

Interestingly, in contrast to the reduction in strength, a counter-
intuitive increment in the maximum indentation (failure)
displacement is observed with increasing substitution density
(Fig. 3c). Even at the vacancy-dominated regime, the failure
displacement of defective graphene is also comparable to that of
pristine sheets. One possible reason is that the presence of defects
in graphene can localize cracks and extend the maximum defor-
mation before failure, which may be analogous to A4 papers with
patterned holes. These results have important practical implica-
tions for the design of a broad range of graphene-based
applications, where the extraordinary mechanical performances
are essential, and the emergence of chemical modifications and
substitution is inevitable [51e53]. Also, using the direct mapping
between the Raman parameters and the measured stiffness and
strength in Figs. 2 and 3, it is highly possible to determine how the
mechanical properties of graphene vary as a function of doping/
defect density in a quantitative yet non-destructive manner.

3.3. Fracture behaviors of boron-doped graphene

Having shown the effect of boron doping on the structural de-
fects, as well as stiffness, strength and failure displacement of
graphene sheets, we further observe the morphology of our tested
samples after being penetrated by indentation tips. Fig. 4aec dis-
plays representative SEM images of fractured pristine, substitution-
dominated and vacancy-dominated graphene, respectively.
Consistent with previously reported brittleness of graphene
[24,25], pristine membranes showed large-area tears with ~30%
residual area in the hole according to observations of 23 samples, as
shown in Figs. 4d and S7a. Interestingly, by contrast, boron-
substituted membranes showed a markedly different behavior e

localized failure mode rather than a catastrophic failure in Fig. 4b
with ~70% residual area (Figs. 4e and S7b). Our results imply that
the presence of weak B-C bonds substantially deflects crack prop-
agation and effectively prevents the crack tip from spanning the
entire membrane. Similar localized fractures were also reported for
argon ions irradiated graphene with a random distribution of
mono-vacancies [47]. In striking contrast, multi-vacancies with
larger voids tend to be formed by doping reaction, leading to brittle



Fig. 3. Experimental results of (a) E2D, (b) s2D and (c) normalized break displacement of graphene as a function of boron content. The break displacement is normalized by the
radius of the hole in (c), and we only showed tests performed on 1.0-mm holes. Part of data in a-c shows error bars in y coordinate because these samples can cover more than one
holes such that we can perform multiple indentation tests on different holes and then make the statistics. (A colour version of this figure can be viewed online.)
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behaviors (Fig. 4c). The suspended area is even less than 20% as
shown in Figs. 4f and S7c. These results include one of our central
findings: graphene can maintain a large fraction of its pristine
strength and stiffness and even behaves more damage-tolerant,
after substituting heteroatoms for carbon atoms. One can balance
this relation between chemical modifications/substitutions and
stiffness, failure strength as well as ductility of the material for the
rational design of graphene-based materials in the future.

The underlying mechanism is elucidated by MD simulations
regarding how defects affect the mechanical responses of graphene
in the nanoindentation tests. For graphene, it can be envisioned
that the cracks mainly run along the zigzag directions due to their
lower formation energy. To reveal the experimentally observed
fracture behavior for boron-doped graphene, we hence focus on the
effects of defect on the formation energy (EF), which defines how
difficult a crack grows in a specific direction. As shown in Fig. S10,
the substitution-dominated defect tends to reduce the formation
energy of the armchair edge, while enhancing that of the zigzag
edge. In other words, the crack in graphene with the substitution-
dominated defects can grow randomly with torn edges aligned
with either armchair or zigzag directions. This may eventually form
a confined fracture region as we observed in Fig. 4. However, the
vacancy-dominated defect will increase the formation energy of
both armchair and zigzag edges and the cracks again prefer the
zigzag direction. In addition, when the cracks further propagate to a
larger area, a chain reaction between adjacent vacancy defects
occurs that causes extensive structural damages.

To gain further insights into the dynamic process of crack
propagation in different structures excluding the geometric effect,
we performed additional MD simulations of the in-plane fracture
on larger scales as shown in Fig. S11. As expected, the evolution of
cracks and characteristics of torn edges for graphene with three
different structures are analogous to the results as discussed above
(Fig. S12). Comparing with the sharp (zigzag) edges observed in
pristine graphene and vacancy-dominated graphene, substitution-
dominated graphene tends to exhibit relatively smooth crack tips
(mix of zigzag and armchair edges). In addition to the crack
branching effect, the substitutional boron atoms also slow down
the crack growth in graphene. Through the calculation of the total
time consumed for the formation of the full crack across the length,
the growth rate is merely ~53 nm/ps for substitution-dominated
graphene, which is nearly one-third of that for pristine graphene
(~152 nm/ps). The slowed down crack propagation is anticipated to
enhance the ability of graphene to resist the catastrophic fracture.
4. Conclusion

In summary, we highlight the mechanical performance of
boron-doped graphene with substitution-dominated defects. The
stiffness and strength of graphene are relatively insensitive to the
atom substitution even at a concentration of 0.48%, while the fail-
ure strain and damage tolerance can even be improved by such
defects. These observations have important practical implications
for the design of graphene-based devices since heteroatoms doping
is essential to modulate the electronic band structure of graphene
without significantly sacrificing its mechanical performances. Even
at the vacancy-dominated defect regime, graphene can maintain a
large fraction of its pristine strength and stiffness. Following our
direct mapping between the Raman parameters and the measured
mechanical performance here, one may balance relation between
‘chemical substitutions and structural vacancy’ and ‘stiffness, fail-
ure strength as well as failure behavior’ of graphene. The estab-
lishment of this structure-property relationship is also of
fundamental importance for the rational design of lattice structures
to avoid brittle failure of 2D materials.



Fig. 4. (aec) Representative SEM images of graphene drumheads after breaking during indentation experiments. Scale bar is 200 nm. The transition from catastrophic, to localized,
to catastrophic failure for (a) P-graphene and B-graphene with (b) substitution- and (c) vacancy-dominated defect. The ratio of the area of remained graphene to the area of the hole
(A) for (d) P-graphene and B-graphene with (e) substitution- and (f) vacancy-dominated defects, obtained from 23, 15, 12 samples, respectively. (A colour version of this figure can
be viewed online.)
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